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The World-Leading Course in interventional cardiovascular medicine #EuroPCR
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Paris, France
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26 Apr 2021


Digital coverage of #EuroPCR 2024


Ensure that you stay up to date on what’s new in interventional cardiovascular medicine thanks to this coverage by the #EuroPCR Social Media Team!
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17 Apr 2023


Refine your practical skills, improve patient outcomes


Plenty of interactive learning opportunities are waiting for you, with 11 Training rooms, 3 Simulation and hands on spaces and 29 Simulation Based Learning sessions. Explore topics ranging from coronary imaging to mitral valve interventions and more! 
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06 Mar 2024


An image is worth a 1,000 words - #EuroPCR 2024


Examine some of the most striking images submitted to EuroPCR 2024. Shared by the community, they are up for discussion online!
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28 Mar 2024


Late-Breaking Trial and Hotline sessions at #EuroPCR 2024


Discover what will be shared in Paris, including 3 Major Late-Breaking Trials with significant potential to impact current practice
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03 Apr 2023


EuroPCR 2024: who’s doing what?


From the Core Team, Presenters, Faculty to the Graders... who’s doing what at EuroPCR 2024? Look behind the scenes to discover who is shaping this year’s edition. 
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14 Feb 2023


Check out the list of National Societies participating in EuroPCR 2024


National Societies' contribution greatly enriches the EuroPCR programme. Attend their joint sessions to discover a more global point of view of practice in different regions around the world.
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12 Mar 2024


EuroPCR 2024: New! Extra Programme details revealed


Explore the latest additions and find out the intervention's titles, who’s speaking, and who the panellists are. Get ready as well for high-quality 58 sponsored sessions and 6+ LIVE cases from 36 Industry Partners. 



















THE SUBMISSION PROCESS




Discover what went on at the #EuroPCR 2024 Call for Submissions selection meeting, and listen to your peer’s feedback on the record number of scientific abstracts, clinical cases, images, innovations and late-breaking trials submitted by the community this year.











 



EuroPCR 2024: join us to help advance cardiovascular care!

Building on the success of EuroPCR 2023’s record-breaking 11,500+ onsite and online participants, registrations are now open for this 2024 edition! Taking place on 14-17 May, this event promises to bring together renowned cardiovascular professionals, introduce cutting-edge innovations, and facilitate meaningful discussions.
Calls for submissions are closed with a ground breaking record number of 3100+ submissions! 
The submissions received will be meticulously evaluated, and the selected Presenters will be unveiled by the end of February. Your invaluable contributions are set to enhance this year's edition, by crafting a more enriched Programme than ever before. Stay tuned and check your inbox!
Whether you're an interventional cardiologist, a cardiologist, a nurse or allied professional or an imager, don't miss out on this educational opportunity and join us in Paris at the best available fee.
REGISTRATIONS

DISCOVER THE PROGRAMME
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REGISTER NOW TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE REGULAR FEE BEFORE 16 APRIL!


Be sure to secure your spot at EuroPCR 2024, whether you choose to attend onsite or digitally.






Learn more
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Organise your trip to Paris!

Ensure you a smooth stay: book your flight and accommodation, get help with your visa and invitation letter, and even book a nursery!










Prepare your visit









	Course Programme
	Register now
	Prepare your visit
	PCR Innovators Day
	EAPCI-PCR Fellows Course








EAPCI-PCR Fellows Course
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THE PLACE TO BE FOR YOUNG INTERVENTIONALISTS AT EUROPCR!

Practitioners in the early stage of their professions converge at this dedicated Course to network and learn during case-based sessions that deliver essential knowledge and tackle complications.










Learn more









PCR INNOVATORS DAY 2024
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JOIN US IN PARIS ON MONDAY 13 MAY

Whether you are a healthcare professional, academic, engineer or business professional, gather with the key stakeholders in innovation the day before EuroPCR, to explore the frontiers of your field.










REGISTER NOW









#EuroPCR Socials















PCR Courses: what's next?
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PCR Courses provide you with essential knowledge and tools for your daily practice, allowing you to offer your patients the best possible care in interventional cardiovascular medicine. With 8 PCR Courses to choose from, you'll find something interesting near you!






FIND MY NEXT PCR COURSE












PCR Weekly newsletter
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Make sure you don’t miss the latest news about key scientific and educational content from PCR Courses, LIVE cases, journal reviews, videos, Course announcements, online learning, and much more!






DON'T MISS OUT
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 PCR Companions: sign up for free!

Become part of a collective and collaborative programme that is open to all healthcare practitioners and brings exclusive benefits










Become a PCR Companion
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By and For the Interventional Cardiovascular Community. Sharing knowledge, experience and practice in cardiovascular interventional medicine
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